BUSINESS APPS TO SIMPLIFY WORK

U.S. Army Global Combat Support
System Accelerated with Stave
Stave’s Cybersecurity Manager application on ServiceNow® helped the United
States Army increase efficiency, reduce costs, and gain visibility on threat
remediation tasks, enabling them to better complete their mission.

Key Highlights
Returned Labor Efficiency

Enhanced Visibility

Fast Implementation

Automated tasks and workflows
and returned efficiency by
saving 400 hours per operator
per year.

Increased visibility into audit
trails, and reporting of the
security and risk posture in
real-time.

Fully-deployed and operational
in less than a month.

Stave’s System of Action for a System of
Action Protects Global Systems
The Global Combat Support System (GCSS) is the single integrated system of action for U.S. Army logistic
capabilities. It manages the functionality associated with the business areas of supply, maintenance,
property, and tactical finance. As a world-wide digital platform, GCSS, supports thoughts of users, multimillions of dollars in operational assets, and multi-trillions of dollars in capital assets.

Business Apps to Simplify Work
We digitize departmental, back office,
supporting, and compliance functions on
the ServiceNow platform. Our certified
and scoped software is developed for:
• Facilities, Fleet & Asset Management
• Procurement & Procure-to-Pay

As they understood the value of enterprise-grade software platforms, GCSS came to Stave to help them
manage their ability to secure and protect the technological infrastructure required and used to complete
their global mission.

• Ops, Admin & Safety
• Cybersecurity, Governance & Risk
Management Framework
• UX & Platform Tools

Stave Cybersecurity Manager
Cybersecurity Manager is the solution to ensuring compliance with Information Assurance Vulnerability
Alerts (IAVAs) issued by US Cyber Command, CERT, DISA and others in accordance with the Risk Management
Framework (RMF). Cybersecurity Manager, helps automate most of the tedious processes in patch
management and compliance issues.
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